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The Coming Crisis  
By Scott Huckaby 

2/25/2024  

For Discussion: Will ‘Emergency’ Scenario Usher In 

Digital Currency Upon America 

(prophecynewswatch.com, 2/10/2024) 

 

Crisis coming to implement Great Taking & CBDCs… 

 

Will ‘Emergency’ Scenario Usher In Digital Currency 

Upon America 

If you really care about the Chinese military directing 

cyberattacks against our infrastructure, then wouldn’t you 

work hard to prevent thousands of potential Chinese 

military agents from coming over the U.S. border without 

any type of vetting or tracking?  So, what is really 

motivating the Biden administration to invite potential 

Chinese terrorists into the country to “wreak havoc” and 

cause “real-world damage” to our nation’s infrastructure? 

https://www.prophecynewswatch.com/article.cfm?recent_n

ews_id=6676 

 

Household Debt Tops $17.5 Trillion And Americans 

Are Feeling The Strain 

Despite surging price inflation, “resilient” American 

consumers have managed to keep spending money, driving 

“strong” economic growth – thanks to their credit cards. 

But there's a problem. Americans are having an 

increasingly hard time keeping up with the bills. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/household-debt-tops-

175-trillion-and-americans-are-feeling-strain 

 

The “Control System” Is Collapsing – ‘The Great 

Taking’ Looms As Globalism’s Last Gasp 

A new book has exploded on the alternative / conspiracy / 

fringe landscape over the past few weeks – I don’t mean 

that in a derogatory sense. “It is about the taking of 

collateral (all of it), the end game of the current globally 

synchronous debt accumulation super cycle. .. when the 

debt super-cycle culminates in its ultimate blow up; the 

trap will be sprung, and actual ownership over all these 

companies and assets will be subsumed by the clearing 

houses. An infinitesimal cadre of elites will effectively 

own everything, and the masses of the world will be 

reduced to serfdom. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/control-system-

collapsing-great-taking-looms-globalisms-last-gasp 

 

Corruption, Chaos, & Conflict - The Fourth Turning 

Erupts In 2024 

At this point it’s just a matter of which comes first, The 

Taking, Global war, or Civil chaos caused by the ongoing 

election fraud. They are all coming and will merge into a 

category 5 hurricane of hell for the nation and the world. 

https://www.zerohedge.com/political/corruption-chaos-

conflict-fourth-turning-erupts-2024 

 

The Globalist Vision: “15-Minute” Prison Cities And 

The End Of Private Property 

…It is the culmination, the end game; a massive prison 

with no bars. A place where you are conditioned to grow 

accustomed to artificial limitations on privacy, no civil 

liberties, no private property, and no work options or 

mobility. You are tied to the land and the land is owned by 

the state (or corporation). If you want a historic 

comparison, the closest I can find is the feudal system of 

Medieval Europe. 

https://www.activistpost.com/2023/11/the-globalist-vision-

15-minute-prison-cities-and-the-end-of-private-

property.html 

 

 

 

 

 

How do we know there will be a major economic crisis 

in the future? 

Matthew 24:5-6 – When He opened the third seal, I 

heard the third living creature say, “Come and see.” So 

I looked, and behold, a black horse, and he who sat on 

it had a pair of scales in his hand.  And I heard a voice 

in the midst of the four living creatures saying, “A 

quart of wheat for a denarius, and three quarts of 

barley for a denarius; and do not harm the oil and the 

wine.” 

Scarcity will be so bad during the Tribulation that a day’s 

wages will only buy food for the day. Talk about living 

paycheck to paycheck.  

• Apparently, luxury items will be in good supply but 

only the rich will be able to afford them. 

Jesus also characterized the signs of His coming as birth 

pangs in the Olivet Discourse (Matthew 24:8) and even 

mentioned famines among the signs (Matthew 24:7). 
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What are Central Bank Digital Currencies (CBDCs)? 

CBDCs use technology like BitCoin’s blockchain but it 

isn’t blockchain; they have a digital ledger accounting 

system. They’re the opposite of BitCoin’s decentralization; 

they are highly centralized under the control of a single 

issuer, usually a central bank. 

• There’s no anonymity. The issuer knows every account 

holder and every transaction — that’s the whole idea. 

 

Why are CBDCs bad news for freedom-lovers? 

• The government knows every transaction – That could 

then be used for censorship and selective law 

enforcement against political enemies. 

• The government could freeze your account, seize your 

assets, or put an expiration date on your money. 

• The government could program what you spend your 

money on; if you bought too much gasoline this week, 

they could cut you off. Rationing purchases is baked-in 

to CBDCs. 

• Progressive governments love China’s social credit 

scores and will apply them to CBDCs… they have 

already been using ESG scores to rate businesses 

(Environmental, Social, Governance).  

 

Why might we think the next major financial crisis will 

be the one leading to widespread use of CBDCs? 

The infrastructure is already in place and all the globalist 

visionaries are talking about how great they will be. 

• Bible prophecy tells us the economy of the Antichrist 

will feature total centralized control of the economy. 

• And there are many indicators we are close to the end 

of the Age: Israel, Geopolitics, the fullness of time… 

 

What is the prophetic significance of CBDCs? 

It is serious stage setting for the Mark of the Beast… it 

offers total economic control by a central authority and that 

is exactly what the Mark of the Beast will be: 

Revelation 13:16-17 – He causes all, both small and 

great, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark 

on their right hand or on their foreheads, and that no 

one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the 

name of the beast, or the number of his name. 

The Mark of the Beast will separate all who support the 

Antichrist from the Christians who do not. Those who do 

not take the Mark will be considered enemies of the State 

and they will be hunted down to be executed. 

 

What is keeping the CBDCs from being the Mark of the 

Beast? 

The presence of the beast and his insistence that everyone 

must take the Mark in order to participate in the economy. 

Essentially everyone taking the Mark must demonstrate 

allegiance to the Beast as determined by the Image of the 

Beast, an AI machine set up by the False Prophet. 

• It is likely we’ll have CBDCs before the Antichrist 

comes on the scene; they will not be the Mark of the 

Beast, just more stage setting getting things ready for 

the Antichrist. 

 

How do we know there will be a “Great Taking” as part 

of the Great Reset to the Globalist New World Order? 

The WEF shared their vision of the future: “you will own 

nothing and be happy.” Also, we know the economy of the 

Antichrist will be socialist… 

Daniel 11:24 – he shall disperse among them the 

plunder, spoil, and riches 

Remember President Obama’s desire to “spread the wealth 

around”? That is what the Antichrist will do… socialism is 

one aspect of the spirit of Antichrist. 

 

How might the “Great Taking” happen? 

• An economic crisis will be triggered by some event 

causing all loans to be called in so that collateral for 

the loans will be confiscated.  

• Since essentially all loaned funds are an extension of 

Central Bank loans to smaller banks, the Central Banks 

will end up owing everything. 

• Savings will disappear as financial institutions fail. The 

failures will be so massive that the FDIC will insist on 

the dollars being replaced by the new CBDC currency. 

 

What could trigger the coming economic crisis? 

• BRICs nations being successful in replacing the petro-

dollar as the world’s reserve currency. 

• War 

• Any disruption in supply chains… another pandemic, 

terrorist attack on power grids, imposing martial law, 

cyber-attack on Internet 

• Rapture of the church – this would also serve to kick-

start the government taking over abandoned property 

 

How can we prepare for the coming economic crisis? 

• Get out of debt or reduce it as much as possible. 

• Convert savings to tangible assets. 

• Be prepared for supply-chain disruptions with having 

non-perishable food & other necessities on hand 

• Have some physical cash on-hand… there will likely 

be a period of time when no digital transactions will 

work 

 

What applications do we see from this discussion? 

• There will be a crisis triggering more centralized 

control of the economy. 

• We are seeing serious stage setting for the Mark of the 

Beast. 

• Be prepared, the coming economic crisis may not be 

the rapture of the church! 


